#AMS2021
Join us as we go virtual for the 101st Meeting of the American Meteorological Society.

Twitter 101

01
Visit Twitter.com on your computer or download Twitter from the app store.

02
Create an account using your email or phone number.

03
Verify your account and personalize it with a bio and profile picture.
Twitter 101 - Terms to Know

Twitter handle
Another name for your username

Tweet
A status update, limited to 280 characters

RT (Retweet)
Sharing, or re-posting, of a Tweet

DM (Direct Message)
A private message to another user

#Hashtag
Adding a #hashtag before important keywords in your tweet will help your tweet be discovered and seen by others who might not be following you yet

Examples to get you started:
#AMS2021 #wxtwitter

@reply
Use @username when you want to send a public message to someone.

Example:
@weatheruser1, Great presentation today!
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